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Christmas Dart! By Dan ‘Beardy’ Woollard
‘Twas the night before Christmas, and all through the SUCC,
No one was stirring…
Except Chav Mike, who was throwing up outside.
If you are of a squeamish nature, look away before looking at the
following picture.

This was the weekend when we headed up to the Dart for one final
weekend of river-running tomfoolery before heading home for the
holidays, and, after arriving at the hut, unloading all the alcohol, and
setting the heating to something called ‘Party mode’, the madness could
begin.
As I remember, (or don’t remember), Friday night was a normal process
of playing Ring of Fire, which resulted in Chav Mike quickly ‘Dart’-ing
outside (ha) and everyone else getting quite/very drunk as well.
On a side note, I feel I should apologise again for my horrendous snoring
that night, which I am told kept everyone awake. These things do happen
though. On every trip that I go on anyway…
I am afraid, SUCCers, that I cannot report on the first day of paddling, nor
the second, as, due to the fun and games of the night before… I was not
feeling at my best…

However, legend speaks of a seal launch from the riverbank, in a Duo.
Many images were captured of this proud moment, but one in particular
provokes the imagination, as only a Maltese head is visible.

The rest of the Duo, along with Chav Mike, the hero of this tale, was
never seen again… until a few seconds later anyway. Hooray!

Saturday night was much more fun and games, involving an excellent
roast dinner, cooked mostly by Matt Kelly himself, with help from various
minions.
Then, after some very explicit Pictionary, (again, courtesy of Chav Mike),
came the event everyone had been waiting for; Secret Santa!
I do not recall every present that was given out… therefore I have decided
to give the best recollection I can… in the form of a much loved
Christmas song.

On the first day of Christmas, Canoe Club gave to me…
A sit on Eric Westenbrink’s knee.
(deep breaths everyone)
One electric keyboard,
A bottle of Lambrini,
Bird’s Custard Powder,
A picture of Tom Parker,
One battered sausage,
Cheese, Chips, and gravy,
One toy tractor,
BRIGHT PINK GLOVES,
One cuddly Santa,
Three tiny condoms,
Two Fairy Wings,
One pointless Swede,
AND A SIT ON ERIC WESTENBRINK’S KNEE.
And that’s enough of that…
Finally came the cake-decorating competition. All manners of topping
were utilised here. Syrup, sprinkles, even jam!

And then came the losing cake, topped with pickled onions, ketchup,
Branston, tea, coffee, instant gravy, apple sauce, amongst other things.
And whose brainchild was this? Well, Chav Mike’s of course. Having lost
the competition, our team of four had to split the cake between us…
pickled onions and all. I finished my piece, but I wouldn’t say I enjoyed
it… and Chav Mike, once again, threw up.
And that’s the end of my tale of SUCC Christmas antics!
Until the next time I have to write an article anyway…
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(What Happened there?)
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From the very start it was always going to be a

FAFFTASTIC

weekend absolutely full of

W ESTENBRINK’ing

Minibus with lights that worked at SHB but not at the
boat hard...
Cars getting stuck in the mud, all by themselves...
Mysterious Minibus damage... But how did that
happen..? We didn’t take it anywhere....
Mystic Symbols appearing on peoples boats overnight....
Strange banging noises and screaming heard in the night...
Mystic Symbols appearing on peoples boats overnight...
Again.

Well I think the evidence is fairly conclusive

This trip was clearly

CURSED
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I’ll get that damn wabbit...

Trafalgar: The real reason we won
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Scotland
The legend of Spleen George
(Peacock Abridgment)
On the 19th March 2010, in the sleepy city of Southampton, SUCC was about to go
on its Scotland adventure, hosted by Somerset Dave! There was much banter

between mini bus and van, the van claiming arrival in Scotland by 4am and that its

occupants would receive a decent night’s sleep! However their upance came as they
hit a traffic jam on the M6, which was big enough to cause the occupants of the van

to spend 13 of their finest hours enjoying each other’s company! The second day is
the day our legend really begins, the spean was paddled, head banger conquered

and constriction slain! But not without consequence, the gorge had claimed one of
our own.... None other than Curly himself! As our legend moves forth two are bed
stricken. One, who shall not be identified, was maimed by a blasted Peacock!

Snapping the poor souls mind, believing they saw peacocks everywhere.... However
our hero Curley battled through bruised face and ruptured Spleen!! But will our
hero survive?!

61 peacocks where harmed in the writing of this 4228 epic page novel...
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THE JAR of WILKO
(Fifth Game Edition)
Legend tells of the “collector”, who harvests the ecto-plasm of fallen (asleep) men,

the collector refers to this as her 5th game, a game that involves 2 side notes... The
contents of each jar is now taken to “the lair” where giant vats of ecto-plasm are

used for lotion or pharmaceutical purposes, tested by Slyvester himself, bathed in
by wilko for added viscosity.

Fifth game edition includes free jar! Plus scratch and sniff “realism” picture pages.
(Page’s 9 through 13 may come stuck together for authenticity.
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Featuring:
Somerset Dave
Fresher George
Eric Westenbrink
Sherman
Andrew
Piechee
Dan Crowley
Squelch
Stave
Wilko

Nat
Cat
Ad
Eric Starkie
Pete
John Dyke
Andy French
Matt Kelly
Rob McWhirley
Curly George
Danny Young
Guest Starring: Rich Hill

Saturday 20th March (and a
bit of Friday Night)

WILKO’S BIRTHDAY

Nat and I arrived at Chieveley services at the time we had arranged to be
picked up, but on phoning the bus we discovered that they had not yet left
Southampton. A further phone call an hour later and they were “near
Eastleigh”! Thus started the theme of the week FAFF…but what more can
you expect when Eric Westenbrink is involved?! Piechee drove until we
picked Stave up in Warwick, and then Stave drove until we got about half an
hour away from our destination when Squelch took over. Minibus antics
included cheering every time Stave stalled (which was a lot) and a quarter
hourly countdown to my birthday which culminated in the best birthday
present, and new Scotland Mascot……Scotty the Sheep (“Scotty doesn’t
know!!!!”).
After many hours of driving the minibus arrived at the Green Welly with
enough time to spare for a couple of hours sleep before it opened for
breakfast. At this point I don’t think the van was even in Scotland due to an
incident turning the M6 into a car park! Quote of the hour going to Miss
Belcher with: “I wish I had no limbs, think how much more comfortable I
could be!” Unfortunately sleep was hard to come by so we amused ourselves
with talk of giant mirrors, which turned out to just be another minibus next
to us. Eric Starkie’s response to this was “What, you mean that ISN’T the
van?” The van finally caught up after we’d finished breakfast and we set off
to paddle our first river of the week.
Today we paddled: THE RIVER ORCHY
River Groups:
‘Team no-swim’: Stave, Curly George,
Somerset Dave, Nat, Piechee.
Group 2: John Dyke, Anna Belcher, Wilko,
Andy French.
Group 3: Fresher George, Matt Kelly, Dan
Crowley, Pete, Sherman.
Group 4: Eric Starkie, McWhirley, Audrey,
Westenbrink.

Now, I feel I must point out at this point that the Orchy is my nemesis due
to an unfortunate incident on a previous Scotland trip and therefore I was
not feeling particularly good about this river. After swimming at the get on I
proceeded to cause immense faff at every rapid for which I must apologise
to my group, but anyway, enough of that! The Orchy was at a good level and
everyone had fun (including me, mostly). Some people even did the two grade
5 sections. Andy French took a very interesting line backwards into the slot
on the first grade 5, luckily he managed to pull it off but we were all holding
our breaths for a while. Fresher George on the other hand nailed the line
along with a couple of others. Today also saw the first sighting of the now
infamous Scottish “Peacock” after Andrew took a swim out of the new boat.
In the words of Somerset Dave: “His head got pinned in a rock and his
shoulder got ripped sideways by an evil gremlin of doom!”
At the get out we all had some very yummy muffins thanks to Mummy
Holmyard and then set of towards Fort William to buy our dinner. Once
dinner had been bought for the evening we all grouped round the minibus in
Morrison’s car park. At this
point we realised that Pete had
been given the bus keys and
then disappeared. Nat and I
decided to leave them to it and
hitched a lift with George so
we could shotgun the best
bedroom!
After dinner Squelch, Nat, Dan
and various others entered the
big Chalet to the sound of the
smoke alarm, with THE BEST
birthday cake I have ever
seen, a giant pink teapot!!
When everyone had had their
cake and eaten it too there
followed a bit of a sweet fight,
with Rich Hill throwing half
chewed sweets at people’s
faces.
Number of Peacocks spotted:
Far too many to count, although one was even caught on camera!!!

Sunday 21st March
Today we paddled: THE SPEAN GORGE
River Groups:
‘Team no-swim’: Stave, Curly George, Somerset
Dave, Nat, Piechee.
Group 2: John Dyke, Anna Belcher, Wilko, Andy
French.
Group 3: Fresher George, Matt Kelly, Dan
Crowley, Pete, Sherman.
Group 4: Eric Starkie, McWhirley, Audrey,
Westenbrink.
Top Quotes:
Stave, whilst watching Gok Wan in the morning: “Wilko, would you go on ‘How
to Look Good Naked’? I mean not that you don’t look good naked… Ummm…”
Audrey, all day: “My shoulder”
Antics:
We got back from paddling the Spean Gorge at 5:00pm to find that no-one
had thought to buy dinner for the evening. Cue a mad dash in the minibus to
see whether Morrison’s was still open (bearing in mind it was a Sunday
evening). Luckily when we got there at 5:45 we discovered that they were
open until 6, phew, we were imagining pot noodle from the shop in the village
for dinner! On the way back to the Chalets Stave got wind of some gossip
about a certain person and a certain trip to Nottingham, and had to pull the
bus into a lay-by to hear the full story. Unfortunately this then lead to him
abusing me all evening about
said gossip!
FAFF:
Piechee, last one out of the
Chalet, and last on the bus!
And of course……Stave stalled!!!
Number of Peacocks spotted:
24

Monday 22nd March
Having driven all the way to the Etive due to the lack of
rain around Roybridge we discovered that it was at a
crazy high level. Yes, that picture is of triple 3 believe it
or not, hence Ad’s facial expression! So…
Today we paddled: THE LOWER ETIVE
River Groups:
Group 1: Stave, Wilko, Westenbrink, Audrey.
Group 2: Starkie, Matt Kelly, Nat, Andy French.
Group 3: Cat, Ad, Squelch, Pete.
Group 4: Somerset Dave, Fresher George, McWhirley,
Piechee.
Group 5: John Dyke, Dan, Sherman.
Top Quotes:
Stave (driving): “Look at the river!”
Starkie: “Look at the road!”
Audrey: “My shoulder!”
Dave: “Audrey, Where have you been hurt?”
Audrey: “I’m not allowed to say, I get abuse if I do.”
Dan: “The Head bone’s connected to the neck bone…”
Dave: “the neck bone’s connected to the neck bone!” (Well
Done Dave!)
FAFF:
Having sent the van off to go and buy dinner for the
evening the minibus started driving back up to the top
of the lower etive to pick up Toby (Cat and Ad’s van).
However, when we got there Cat discovered that
she’d left her keys in her dry bag, which was in the
club van on the way to Fort William. Stave put his
foot down and we speeded after the van. After a
few metres we met a crazy woman coming over a very narrow
bridge. She refused to move, which meant Stave had to pull right over onto
the verge to let her past. I think you can guess what’s coming next, that’s
right, we got stuck in the mud and we all had to get out and push. Once we

were back on the road again we
spotted the van up ahead so
Stave started beeping his horn
and flashing his lights to get
their attention. Eventually they
did slow down so Ad got out and
ran towards them, but just as
he got there they sped off. And
so we set off after them again,
leaving poor Ad standing on the
side of the road. They did
eventually stop and everyone went chasing after them. Sherman claimed that
he had not heard our horn or seen us chasing them as he hadn’t looked in his
mirrors!!!
Antics:
On driving back from chasing Speed-Demon-Sherman to unlock Toby, I
spotted a pair of paddles on the other side of the river. They looked like
quite nice ones, honestly. So, after looking at Dalness falls, John Dyke
decided to walk back up the other side of the river to get the paddles. Once
we picked him up at the bridge we discovered that they were in fact just a
pair of crappy plastic paddles, definitely not worth the trek to get them.
Needless to say John Dyke was not a happy man.
A tornado may also have been spotted at the get out; I think Fresher
George was pretty scared! And it definitely made walking back up to the van
pretty difficult, there were boats flying everywhere!
Also, TWO PEOPLE KILLED TWO
TOADS, and I saved a toad!
Oh, I almost forgot, Stave stalled!!!
Number of Peacocks spotted: 18

Tuesday 23rd March
Today we paddled: THE ROY
GORGE AND LOWER ROY
River Groups:
Group 1: Danny, Stave, Westenbrink, Squelch
Group 2: Starkie, Matt Kelly, Andy French
Group 3: Cat, Ad, Pete.
Group 4: Somerset Dave, Fresher George,
McWhirley, Piechee
Group 5: John Dyke, Dan, Curly, Sherman.
Top Quotes:
Audrey: “My shoulder”
Eric: “Some people might call it faff… but I don’t like spending all my time
worrying about how long something’s going to take.”
SUCCer 1: “What are we paddling today?”
SUCCer 2: “Your mum”.
(I would like to say Matt Kelly was involved in this exchange, but I can’t be
sure)
Cat (on the kestrel hovering over a field on TV): “Do you think they actually
filmed that?”
Dave: “Maybe they used a stunt rat…”
FAFF:
Today there was a lot of faff. Nat and I had decided not to paddle and
stay at the Chalet as there was talk of going to the Findhorn. In
retrospect this was a good decision as they spent all
morning driving round different rivers to find they
had no water in them, before deciding on a
very low Roy Gorge and Lower Roy.
George’s reaction to this was:
“Personally I might not paddle; I
might just get a grinder out and
sand the bottom of my boat.”
Stave probably stalled!!!
Number

of

Peacocks

spotted:

10

Wednesday 24th March
Today we paddled: THE ETIVE
River Groups:
Group 1: John Dyke, Sherman, Dan,
McWhirley.
Group 2: Dave, George, Curly, Danny
Group 3: Cat, Ad, Pete.
Group 4: Starkie, Matt Kelly, Andy French
‘Team Lady’: Stave, Squelch, Wilko, Nat, Westenbrink
‘Team vehicle’: Piechee, Andrew.
‘Team one-etive-run-is-not-enough’: Stave, Danny, George.
‘Team two-more-rivers’: Stave, Danny, John Dyke.
Top Quotes:
Audrey: “My shoulder”
George: “If you show me any more side boob
I’m going to be sick”.
Audrey: “Why do people always call them
pics? It makes it sound like a pedo
organising their collection of pictures…”
Dave: “I’m gonna have a word with Ben Nevis”
Audrey: “I have to drive at 50mph on a single carriageway road.”
Dave: FAFF.
Piechee: “No, minibuses do have to drive at 10mph under the speed limit”
Matt Kelly: “Does that mean minibuses can’t drive in 10mph limits?!”
Helen (to Matt Kelly): “Get my camera out of your pants!”
Dave: “Andrew, can Sherman drive the Scotland leg of the drive home on
Saturday?”
Audrey: “Why?”
Fresher George: “Because you drive slower than a dead
badger!”
Fresher George: “So George and Rob are making
up the curly whirly team.”

Squelch: “But are they edible? We might have
to ask Wilkins!”
Antics:
Today we were all quite shocked to discover
just how many dead baby jokes there are in
the world. Andy French managed to keep
us entertained all evening with them.
FAFF:
Now, when you go to the Etive, a lot of people will
naturally want to paddle the Allt A’ Chaorainn. Those who were
game lugged their boats all the way to the top only to find that is was at a
crazy high level that even Danny was loathe to paddle. So, they had to bring
their boats all the way back down again without even getting in them!
Team Lady:
I wasn’t sure whether Team Lady’s epic day should come under faff or
antics, so I’ve given it a heading all of it’s very own! Team Lady (consisting of
Stave, Eric, Squelch, Nat and myself) did not get off to a particularly good
start. Nat was feeling particularly nervous about the Etive and it took some
considerable persuasion from Stave to get her on the river. Her nervousness
made me start to worry, and then Squelch started to worry too. Three
worried ladies, not a good start to the river! Stave, Squelch and Eric
managed to get down triple 1 and 2 with no problems, but I did the classic
line of upside-down backwards the wrong side on the rock on 2, and needless
to say, I swam. Eric took a couple of rolls in the eddy but I finally got back
in my boat and we went for triple 3. Squelch went over first but had a bit of
a boat pinned against rock experience, luckily hero Stave was there to
rescue her. I went over next and swam for the second time, but Eric had no
problems. We met Nat round the corner as she hadn’t wanted to do the
drops and carried on. A little way around the corner I got pinned on a rock
and decided I’d had enough and walked off the river. The others carried on
but on inspecting letterbox Nat decided she really didn’t want to carry on
the river and walked off as well! Unfortunately Squelch got stuck upsidedown in the slot of letterbox and lost her paddles. She just about managed
to get out and was doing an Eskimo rescue on Stave’s boat as they went over
ski jump. Both of them decided that they’d
had enough of the Etive after that scary
experience and walked of the river as well.
So, of the 5 people who started in team
Lady, only Eric Westenbrink finished the
river!
Bet you can’t guess…Stave stalled!!!
Number of Peacocks spotted: 3

Thursday 25th March
Today we paddled: THE UPPER FINDHORN
River Groups:
Group 1: Stave, Squelch, Wilko, Fresher George.
Group 2: Starkie, Westenbrink, Curly, Piechee (7 rolls)
Group 3: John Dyke, Sherman, Whirly, Matt Kelly.
Group 4: Cat, Ad, Nat, Pete.
“Team Findhorn Gorge”: John Dyke and Eric Starkie
Top Quotes:
Fresher George: “I’m just looking for a
good tree to grind…”
Wilko: “I rolled today!”
Westenbrink: “Well done, I didn’t!”
Wilko: “Does anyone want this last
truffle?”
Pete: “We could share it?”
Piechee: “Pete, what kind of man are you that shares a chocolate?!”
Antics:
Whilst my group were sat in an eddy we saw a green boat floating
downstream, with no sign of its owner. A little while later we saw Eric (backup) Westenbrink clambering down the bank after taking a little dip. Later on
we drove to the Findhorn Gorge and left John Dyke and Eric Starkie to run
the above rapid, where Eric took a very interesting (upside-down) line!
FAFF:
According to Nat’s notes there was
getting up faff, however I don’t
remember this because I was still
in bed. Oh wait, that must have
been the faff!
And…Stave stalled!!!
Number of Peacocks spotted: I’m
sure there must have been many
but we were too busy paddling to notice!

Friday 26th March
Today we paddled: THE PATTACK
River Groups:
Group 1: Somerset, Piechee, Fresher
George, Matt Kelly, Nat.
Group 2: Ad, Whirly, Sherman
Group 3: Stave, Squelch, Pete, Cat
Group 4: Starkie, Curly, Dan, Westenbrink
Group 5: John Dyke, Wilko, Audrey
‘Team shit’: Stave, Fresher George, Squelch
‘Team swim-in-shit’: Dan, Dave, John Dyke
Top Quotes:
Dave (swimming very fast out of the “cave”): “IT’S A
SEWER!!!”
Stave: “I’m not going to re-italiate”
Squelch: “We need an inflatable one of those for the
pool, it’ll teach you to keep your head back when you
roll.”
Starkie: “Inflatable cave or inflatable sewer?”
SUCCer: “Come on Wilkins, drink up whilst it’s still
warm!”
Antics:
Now those of you who went to Scotland last year will
remember, and those who didn’t will have heard, about a
certain ex-treasurer expressing his rage at having his boat strung up in the
air by cutting someone’s throw line. Needless to say everyone thought it
would be a good idea to try and recreate this event. So, Audrey’s boat was
hung from a tree! He did manage to control himself this time and not take it
out on innocent kit. Once the boat had been released it was Squelch’s turn to
swing from the tree, however the sound of
cracking branches soon put an end to that
little game.
The river was good fun, if a little scrapey and
a lot of people ran the last little gorge section
again. While people were playing around on the
wave at the get out, Stave found a cave!
Intrepid explorers, Stave, Squelch and

George, decided to check out this cave and
paddled into it. Dan, Dave and John Dyke
decided that looked like fun and swam in after
them (it was quite a low cave, the boats didn’t
fit in easily, particularly not Dan’s barge!). A
little while later, Dave came swimming out of
the cave, faster than I’ve ever seen anyone
swim, shouting “IT’S A SEWER!” The intrepid
explorers emerged covered in
what can only be described as shit, although
looking rather pleased with themselves, nonethe-less. Now, Andrew and I decided to have a
race to the get out, but the evil man pushed me
out of the eddy, where I got stuck in a tree and
lost my paddles. This seemed to provide some
amusement for everyone!!
There were quite a few antics at the get out
while we were getting changed today. George did
an impression of me with my cape and jar, which
I’m told was very funny, however I unfortunately
missed the spectacle! I think at this point
everyone was getting quite fed-up of Piechee-cam and decided to “hide” his
helmet in retaliation. This actually involved just putting it up a large tree,
and as Piechee is quite tall he got it down with no problems at all!
As it was our last night in Scotland we decided to celebrate by spending £1
per person on vast amounts of pudding! You’d be surprised just how much
pudding that can buy. Once everyone had eaten as much as they possibly
could, the “pudding challenge” was instigated, where no-one could leave until
all of the pudding was finished. This was fine, until the golden syrup and
hundreds and thousands started to be passed around the circle! Then some
incredibly funny SUCCers decided to
make me drink “sperm” from a jar,
which was a disgusting mixture of
warm angel delight, water, salt and
various other things!
FAFF:
Apparently there was no faff today,
but I don’t believe that for a second!
Stave definitely stalled, many times!!!
Number of Peacocks spotted: 5

Saturday 27th March
(almost)

SOMERSET DAVE’S BIRTHDAY

Today was the day before
Somerset Dave’s 22nd Birthday
and as a special treat he got a
present of “Jellied Helmet”.
Unfortunately, as we learned,
jelly is very penetrative, even
though said helmet was covered
in about 10 layers of cling-film.
Luckily Dave took it particularly
well, many wouldn’t.
Today we paddled: THE ALLT A’ CHAORAINN
River Groups:
Group 1: Stave, Squelch, Cat,
Ad.
Group 2: John Dyke, Whirly,
Somerset.
Group 3: Andy French, Matt
Kelly, Sherman, Westenbrink.
Group 4: Dan, Pete. (I’m sure
there must have been more
people in this group, but I
didn’t see them!)
Top Quotes:
Squelch (to Stave): “Less inspecting of the guns, more driving.”
Starkie: “If you shop at Makros you’ll end up with confectionary in the airing
cupboard!”
Piechee: “Dan, can you pour me some millions please?”
Dan: “How many would you like?”
Piechee: “Somewhere between 5 and 10.”
Dan: “Would you like that closer to 5, or to 10?”
Danny: “Ok, so put your crappy Jack Johnson music back on then.”
Stave: “What do you want to listen to then? Metallica? Gunfire on tape?!”
Danny: “Just because your favourite film is Titanic Stave…”

Wilko: “I don’t know how they can drink beer at a time like this!”
Squelch: “You mean like on a Saturday night in Spoons?”
Andy French: “It takes more than a little sperm to put me off my food.”
Antics:
Today was our last day in Scotland, so
after cleaning the chalets and packing
the van we drove across to Glen Etive
so Squelch could finally fulfil her dream
of paddling the Allt A’ Chaorainn.
Squelch took the most amazing line
down speed, John Dyke took a very
interesting line down pinball and ended
up looking very shocked, and Dan Crowley ate
rock on Chasm.
After some van packing faff, we set off on
our long journey home. To ease the boredom
Nat, Eric and I decided to do impressions of
the sweets that Eric found in his bag. I bet
you can’t guess what we are impersonating in
the photo?!
We had dinner at Spoons in Kendal and then
made our way back down south to be greeted at 3am by the very lovely and
much missed Mr Valletta
FAFF:
There was quite a lot of van packing faff,
however I think this was mainly due to most
people not wanting to help as it was pouring
with rain (well done to those who did pack
the van!). But apart from that the journey
home went smoothly until Danny decided he
would rather be in the van as he needed to
get home quickly. Cue faff trying to meet
up with the van in Kendal and swap Danny
for Dave.
Stave stalled for the last time!!!
Number of Peacocks spotted: 8

21/03/2010

22/03/2010

23/03/2010

24/03/2010

25/03/2010

26/03/2010

27/03/2010

Spean Gorge

Lower Etive

Roy Gorge and Lower Roy

Etive

Upper Findhorn

Pattack

Allt A' Chaorainn

0

0

0

0

0

0

Ad
Andy French

0

0

0

Audrey

1

0

1

Cat

0

Curly George

0

0

Dan

0

0

0

Danny
Fresher George

0

0

0

0

0

0
0

0

0

0

1

2

0

0

0

1

0

0

0

TOTAL

20/03/2010
Orchy

SWIM TABLE

2
0

0
3

0

1
0

10

0

0

0

0

0

0

10

John Dyke

0

0

0

1

0

0

0

0

1

Matt Kelly

0

1

0

0

1

0

0

0

2

McWhirley

2

0

0

0

2

0

1

1

6

Nat

0

0

0

0

0

1

Pete

3

1

0

2

2

0

0

Piechee

0

0

0

0

0

0

Sherman

0

0

0

0

1

0

0

0

1

Somerset

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Squelch

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Starkie

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Stave

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Westenbrink

0

0

0

0

0

1

0

0

1

Wilko

2

2

1

2

2

1

1
1

9
0

0

10

Thus concludes Scotland 2010. Thank you to Somerset Dave for all your organisation
and to everyone else for helping!
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YOUR
FACE
Author#1 at 3 days of age, wondering
why people are staring at his face.

Author#2 at an age of 1, wondering when they will
let her go so that she could start causing mayhem.

Have you ever wondered why (according to the only source available) it took God 6 days to
create the world but then it took 9 months to form your face? (Yes for some people it is clearly
obvious that 9 months would be needed to sculpt something that hideous). Well, your face is the
most important thing that you own, something that no one can take away (well rocks can take
bits of it occasionally, but eh what are you going to do) and it identifies you as a person. It is the
first thing you look at when meeting a person for the first time (maybe not entirely true for some
perverts out there). Round, oval, elongated, symmetrical, unsymmetrical, foreign, your face is your
face and it’s precious. We usually take it for granted and make fun of other people’s faces – well
in certain cases it’s very hard not to. Why are we rambling about faces? Because we have a
strange fetish for them and thought we would share this with you in the most boring way possible
by rambling…face face face, ah we love the face…ok we’ll stop now! The actual reason being
we decided it’s about time to admire some of them (there’s your first clue, this article was
definitely written by blind crazies!).
On the next page you are going to see a number of curious faces – try and guess which SUCCer
they belong to. For now we’ll leave you with the authors’ faces to laugh at : )

Author#1, still wondering why people are
staring and taking pictures of his face – is there
anything wrong with it (other of course than
the fact that there seem to be 5 of them?)

Author#2, getting (literally) grounded after causing
too much mayhem – It’s not fair, I’m the smallest
one!! (Curiously they seem strangely content for
someone buried up to their neck in sand)

SUCCER’s CURIOUS FACES
1

2

3

‘Mwaa haa haa, I just
soiled myself, I could do
with some of that special
moisturiser’

‘ Look at me again and
I’ll drive my trusty steed
right into your crotch!’

‘Come on darling give
me the camera back’

4
5

‘Further examination has revealed that
yes this monster has a giant gaping hole
at the back of his head…now time for
Moore hugs’’

‘Brewing evil…’

6

7

‘erghhhhhh, if I concentrate hard enough
I’m pretty sure I can grow a beard’

‘oh my god is that a windows PC?’

8

‘Check out my 200 acres of the finest
lands in England’

We do hope you’ve enjoyed this selection of exquisite faces – although if you’re chundering, it’s
questionable whether it is the alcohol, the boat, or the sheer hideousness of the faces!!
To leave you with a final inspiring quote:

‘I never forget a face, but in your case I’ll make an exception!’

Mucho Love,
Author #1 and Author #2
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